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Dynamics of ions produced by laser ablation of several metals at 193 nm
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This work reports the study of ion dynamics produced by ablation of Al, Cu, Ag, Au, and Bi targets

using nanosecond laser pulses at 193 nm as a function of the laser fluence from threshold up to

15 J cm�2. An electrical (Langmuir) probe has been used for determining the ion yield as well as

kinetic energy distributions. The results clearly evidence that ablation of Al shows unique features

when compared to other metals. The ion yield both at threshold (except for Al, which shows a

two-threshold-like behavior) and for a fixed fluence above threshold scale approximately with

melting temperature of the metal. Comparison of the magnitude of the yield reported in literature

using other wavelengths allows us to conclude its dependence with wavelength is not significant.

The evolution of the ion yield with fluence becomes slower for fluences above 4–5 J cm�2 with no

indication of saturation suggesting that ionization processes in the plasma are still active up to

15 J cm�2 and production of multiple-charged ions are promoted. This dependence is mirrored in

the proportion of ions with kinetic energies higher than 200 eV. This proportion is not significant

around threshold fluence for all metals except for Al, which is already 20%. The unique features of

Al are discussed in terms of the energy of laser photons (6.4 eV) that is enough to induce direct

photoionization from the ground state only in the case of this metal. VC 2011 American Institute of
Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3549159]

INTRODUCTION

Pulsed laser deposition has proved to be an attractive

technique for producing thin films of many materials, includ-

ing metal systems. It is generally accepted that the special

features or improved performance relate to their different

microstructure when compared to systems produced using

conventional techniques.1–4 The high kinetic energy of spe-

cies arriving to the substrate is the most widely reported rea-

son for these differences, but their presence can also lead to

undesired processes such as resputtering of deposited spe-

cies,4–7 mixing or alloying at the interface,8 or subsurface

implantation.4,6,7 The complete origin of many of these proc-

esses is not yet well understood in part due to the lack of

detailed information on the actual kinetic energy of the spe-

cies reaching the substrate in a broad laser fluence range,

since average or mean values are typically reported rather

than velocity distributions.

Ions are the species in the laser induced plasma having

the higher kinetic energies,9–11 and considered responsible for

sputtering or implantation at substrate level during pulsed

laser deposition.4,6,7 The ionization fraction is determined by

the fluence and wavelength of the laser used for ablation.12

Ions become a fraction as high as 50% of the total amount of

species for relatively low fluence (2–3 J cm�2) for the case of

Ag (Ref. 13) or Au (Ref. 11) and this fraction increases as flu-

ence increases. With some exceptions,5,9,10,14 most of the

studies only report mean kinetic energies of ions. Instead,

processes at substrate level have been related to ions having

kinetic energies higher than 200 eV.11 In addition, mean

kinetic energies generally vary little with fluence,10 while dis-

tributions are known to expand significantly toward high ki-

netic energy values up to 1 keV as fluence is increased.9–11,14

There are several publications reporting studies related to

plasmas produced by laser ablation. Most of them use lasers

with wavelengths in the near UV (355 nm), visible (532 nm)

or infrared, i.e., photon energies that are generally well below

the ionization potential of most metals and even below the

binding energy of many metals (>3 eV/atom). The total

ablated yield for several metals has been reported to decrease

linearly as melting temperature13 or cohesive energy15 in-

creases when ablating with 2.0 J cm�2 at 355 nm. The ion

yield has been reported for a reduced number of metals and it

was similarly reported that the yield is substantially higher

for the most volatile (Bi) metal.13 Studies of ions produced

by ablation of Al with 532 and 355 nm with fluences up to

66 J cm�2 report the existence of saturation effects in the total

yield at high fluences.14,16 A comparison study of the ablation

threshold of several materials including metals at three wave-

lengths, namely 1064, 532, and 248 nm, leads one to con-

clude that the prevalent mechanism for ablation differs from

thermal when photon energy becomes higher than the binding

energy of the target material.17 In addition, photoionization of

Cu neutrals was reported to occur at lower fluences for 193

nm than for 351 nm, supporting the existence of single photon

ionization even at a photon energy smaller than the ionization

potential.12 In spite of the reduced number of reports compar-

ing different laser wavelengths, it seems clear that the plasma

features produced at 193 nm cannot directly be extrapolated

from those produced at longer wavelengths.

The aim of this work is to determine the yield and ki-

netic energy distribution of ions produced by laser ablation
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at 193 nm of metal targets in a wide fluence interval. We

have selected to study Au, Ag, Cu, and Bi because on the

one hand, several reports on the production of nanoparticles

of these metals by pulsed laser deposition have emphasized

the importance of high energetic ions (�200 eV) in deter-

mining their structural features.4,7,11,18,19 On the other hand,

reports on kinetic energy distributions upon ablation at

193 nm are limited to Au (Ref. 11) and Cu.10 In addition, we

have chosen to study Al because it has been the most widely

studied metal using not only 193 nm (Ref. 10) but mainly

other wavelengths in the visible and near infrared13,14,16,17,20

and thus makes a very good case for comparing to results

reported in literature.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Laser ablation of targets was performed using an ArF

laser (k¼ 193 nm, s¼ 20–25 ns full width at half maximum).

Laser beam is focused on the target surface at an angle of

incidence of 45� with respect to the target normal. Targets

are located in a vacuum chamber kept at a pressure of

�10�5 mbar. Laser fluence is varied from plasma formation

threshold up to 15 J cm�2. Values are obtained by dividing

the energy at the target site by the spot area determined by

measuring the ablated area in an aluminum foil located at the

target site.

A Langmuir probe (LP), placed opposite to the target at

a distance of 40 mm, is used to collect the ions generated by

laser ablation. LP consists of a small squared Cu electrode of

1.07 mm2 area and with its rear side electrically insulated.

The LP signal is injected into a Koopmann circuit21 that is

characterized by a high pass filter (R¼ 5.7X, C¼ 10 lF) to

stabilize the incoming LP signal and a bias voltage of �10 V

to ensure that only ions are collected. The current transient is

recorded by a digital oscilloscope that is triggered by a fast

photodiode. Series of transients obtained at 1 Hz are

recorded in each point of the target. Similar to earlier reports

for the case of Au (Ref. 11) and other metals,22 first transi-

ents show, in addition to the characteristic peak related to

metal ions, a narrow peak at short times that disappears after

few laser shots. This spurious peak is related to contamina-

tion of target surface and all results reported in this work cor-

respond to transients recorded from clean targets.

Assuming that ions are single-ionized, ion current den-

sity transients J(t) are obtained from current transients

I(t) as:

JðtÞ ¼ IðtÞ=ðS � eÞ; (1)

where S is the LP area and e is the charge of electron. The

number of ions collected by the LP per unit area and per

pulse (ion yield) is obtained by time integrating J(t) and

kinetic energy distribution of ions [N(E)] are calculated

using11:

NðEÞ ¼ JðtÞ � jJacðEÞj; (2)

where |Jac(E)|¼ t3/(md2) is the Jacobian needed to convert a

time t dependent distribution to a kinetic energy E¼ 0.5 m(d/

t)2 dependent distribution, where m is the atomic weight of the

ion considered and d is the target to probe distance.11 We

have verified the 1/d2 dependence of the signal collected by the

LP and all results reported in this work refer to d¼ 40 mm.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows current density transients obtained by

ablation of all metals studied in this work at a laser fluence

of 8 J cm�2. While transient shape is very similar for all met-

als, a fast rise followed by a slower decay that reaches zero,

the maximum of each curve corresponds to a different time

delay. The inset shows the instant at which maximum

is reached as a function of the atomic weight of the metal

(Table I) where it is seen it follows a linear dependence.

Figure 2 shows the ion yield as a function of laser flu-

ence. All metals show a similar behavior, i.e., the amount

of ions increases when laser fluence increases. A change

of slope is observed in all cases for fluences around

4–5 J cm�2, the slope becoming smoother for higher fluen-

ces. All metals show similar yield values with the exception

of Bi, which shows almost double values.

In spite of these similarities, there are significant differ-

ences for fluences near threshold as seen in Fig. 3, which

shows a magnification of Fig. 2 in the low fluence region.

Whereas the yield of Bi, Ag, Au, and Cu shows an almost

linear behavior whose cutoff with the horizontal axis pro-

vides the threshold fluence for ion ejection, Al exhibits a dis-

tinct behavior that is highlighted by a dashed line. For

fluences down to 1.4 J cm�2, it follows a linear behavior

FIG. 1. Current density transients obtained by ablating all metal targets with

a laser fluence of 8 J cm�2. The inset shows the time delay at which the

maximum occurs with respect to the laser pulse as a function of the metal

atomic weight. Solid line is a linear fit of experimental data.

TABLE I. Metals studied in this work and their atomic weight (AW), melt-

ing temperature (Tm), ionization potential from ground state (IP), and energy

of first and second excited states (ESE) (Ref. 25); the two values given in

some cases account for multiple states.

Metal AW (�10�22 g) Tm (K) 1st IP (eV) 1st ESE (eV) 2nd ESE (eV)

Al 0.448 933 5.98 3.14 3.6

Cu 1.055 1357 7.72 1.4–1.6 3.8

Ag 1.791 1234 7.57 3.7 3.7–4.3

Au 3.271 1337 9.22 1.1–2.6 4.6–5.1

Bi 3.470 544 7.28 1.4–1.9 2.7–4.1
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with a slope similar to that of other metals. Its extrapolation

to the horizontal axis provides what we will refer to from

now on as the apparent threshold. For smaller fluences, the

yield follows a linear dependence with a much lower slope,

leading to what we will refer to from now on as the real
threshold. A log–log plot of threshold values as a function of

melting temperature of metal is shown in Fig. 4(a). It is seen

that all metals, together with the apparent threshold for Al,

follow an increasing linear dependence with melting temper-

ature, while the real threshold for Al provides a much

smaller value that is even smaller than that of the smallest

melting point metal (Bi). The log–log dependence of the ion

yield on melting temperature is shown in Fig. 4(b) for two

selected fluences, namely 2 and 10 J cm�2. In those cases for

which there was no experimental point at the chosen fluence,

the values have been extrapolated assuming a linear depend-

ence between the two neighboring experimental values. The

results show that ion yield decreases as melting temperature

increases and the dependence becomes slightly smoother as

fluence increases.

Figure 5 shows the kinetic energy distributions calcu-

lated from current transients for Au at three different laser

fluences, namely 2.5, 9, and 15 J cm�2. As shown in an ear-

lier work,11 N(E) is always characterized by a maximum at

relatively low energy (�50 eV) followed by a long decay.

The position of the maximum shows no significant changes

with laser fluence. Instead, the maximum intensity decreases

and the decays extend into the high kinetic energy region as

fluence is increased.

Figure 6 allows comparing the kinetic energy distribu-

tions of different metals obtained for a fixed laser fluence of

2.5 J cm�2. The features are very similar to those described

for Au in Fig. 5, i.e., a maximum at relatively low energy

followed by a long decay. Furthermore, the maximum is

FIG. 2. Ion yield as a function of laser fluence recorded upon ablation of Al

(n), Cu (*), Ag (^), Au (D) and Bi (closed pentagon).

FIG. 3. Magnification of ion yield in Fig. 2 for low fluences, upon ablation

of Al (n), Cu (*), Ag (^), Au (D) and Bi (closed pentagon). The dashed

line is a guideline for the behavior of the ion yield in the case of Al that

illustrates the way the apparent and real threshold values (see the text) are

determined.

FIG. 4. Log–log plot as a function of melting temperature of the metal of:

(a) Fluence threshold for ions where both apparent (n) and real (h) thresh-

olds for Al are included. (b) Ion yield at 2 J cm�2 (*) and 10 J cm�2 (�).
The lines are guidelines.

FIG. 5. Ion kinetic energy distribution obtained by ablating Au target at

three different laser fluences: 2.5, 9, and 15 J cm�2.
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around a similar low energy value (�50 eV) for all metals

studied except for Al, which shows its maximum at around

�130 eV together with a stronger contribution of energetic

ions as evidenced by the fact that the long decay extends up

to �1000 eV. Figure 7 quantifies the latter feature by show-

ing the percentage of ions with kinetic energy Ek> 200 eV

as a function of fluence; these ions will be referred to from

now on as energetic ions. It is seen that they are at least

twice for Al than for other metals irrespective of laser flu-

ence. Further, for fluences for which most metals show no

significant number of them, Al already shows that 20% of

ions are energetic ions. Figure 7 also shows that the amount

of energetic ions increases as fluence increases as expected

and mirrors the evolution of the ion yield dependence on flu-

ence shown in Fig. 2. There is also a change of slope around

4–5 J cm�2, the slope becoming smoother for the higher flu-

ences. In addition, it is worth noting that whereas Bi is the

metal showing the highest ion yield in Fig. 2, it is the one

showing the lowest proportion of energetic ions.

DISCUSSION

Time of flight distributions of ions after ablation of Al,

Bi, and Ag at 355 nm and Al and Cu at 193 nm have been

reported in Refs. 13 and 10, respectively. In all cases, the

instant at which maximum is reached increases as the atomic

weight increases, as seen in our results shown in the inset of

Fig. 1. However, the intensity of Al signals in Ref. 13 is sig-

nificantly lower than that of Bi, i.e., it follows the opposite

behavior to the one shown in Fig. 1, while the relative inten-

sities of Ag and Bi follow a similar trend. Instead, the rela-

tive intensities achieved for Al and Cu at 193 nm in Ref. 10

follow the same trend as in Fig. 1. This very simple compari-

son evidences that the behavior of Al becomes different than

that of other metals when using 193 nm photons. The fact

that the species produced by ablation of metals and semicon-

ductors in vacuum depends on the laser wavelength has al-

ready been pointed out, long wavelengths inducing a sort of

evaporation-like process dominated by atomic ejection and

short wavelengths inducing photoionization and photochemi-

cal processes.17

Table I shows the ionization potential from ground (IP)

and first and second excited states of all metals studied in

this work. It shows that the use of 193 nm (6.4 eV) can only

promote direct photoionization in the case of Al and can pro-

duce photoionization from first and second excited states in

the case of all metals studied. Experiments on ablation of Al

and Cu at 351 nm (3.5 eV) provide evidence for photoioniza-

tion from the first excited state in the case of Al and not in

the case of Cu, consistent with the data in Table I.20 In addi-

tion, early work performed in Cu at two different wave-

lengths, namely 193 nm (6.4 eV) and 351 nm (3.5 eV) have

reported photonionization through one and three photon

processes, in spite of the ionization potential being approxi-

mately 1.3 eV higher than the former photons.12 More recent

results using 193 nm to ablate Al and Cu confirm these find-

ings and provide further support for the high degree of ioni-

zation through a variety of processes occurring when using

6.4 eV photons.10

The consequences of the laser photon energy being com-

parable to the ionization potential should be more noticeable

near threshold, as evidenced in Fig. 4(a). Results clearly

show that Al behaves differently than other metals. The

apparent threshold for Al fits well to the threshold for the

other studied metals and, similar to the ion yield discussed

earlier, it is a metal dependent parameter. It scales with the

melting temperature; the lower the melting temperature the

lower the threshold. However, the real threshold for Al is

much lower than that of other metals. It can thus be con-

cluded that the lower threshold for ions in the case of Al (a

factor of 0.3) is due to the existence of photoionization proc-

esses caused directly by the laser photons that promote their

appearance in the gas phase at much lower fluences than in

other metals.

The comparison of kinetic energy distributions of the

different studied metals (Fig. 6) also evidences that Al has a

distinct behavior: its maximum is shifted toward higher ener-

gies and the contribution of energetic ions becomes remark-

ably higher. Further, the amount of the latter is very high

even for fluences at which it is below 10% in the case of the

other metals studied. As reported in several works,9,10,12,23 a

charge imbalance occurs in the plasma due to energetic elec-

trons that escape toward the leading edge of the plume.

FIG. 6. Ion kinetic energy distribution obtained by ablating all metal targets

with a fluence of 2.5 J cm�2.

FIG. 7. Percentage of ions with kinetic energy higher than 200 eV as a func-

tion of laser fluence upon ablation of Al (n), Cu (*), Ag (^), Au (D), and

Bi (closed pentagon).
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It produces a high electrical field inside the plasma and

makes the distribution of ions forwardly peaked along the

direction perpendicular to the target.9 This field accelerates

ions with an acceleration that scales with the ion charge.

This effect would thus be more important for Al than for the

other studied metals, since triple ionized species have been

detected for the former16 while single or double ionized spe-

cies have been reported for the latter.10–12,24 We can thus

conclude that the use of laser photons with enough energy

for producing direct ionization enhances the degree of ioni-

zation of the plasma that consequently shifts the kinetic

energy distribution to higher energies due to Coulomb accel-

eration. Even if in our experimental conditions we are not

able to distinguish between single and multiple ionized spe-

cies, this conclusion together with the fact that the energetic

ions (Fig. 7) follow the same trend with fluence as the total

yield of ions in Fig. 2, suggest that the still increasing yield

after the change of slope is most likely related to the produc-

tion of multiple-charged ions above 4–5 J cm�2.

The total ablation yield (i.e., the number of ablated

atoms per pulse as determined by weight loss and thus

accounting for both neutrals and ions) has been reported for

several metals as a function of their melting point13 or cohe-

sive energy.15 It is shown that the total ablation yield

decreases as both parameters increase. Further, the yield

decreases approximately one order of magnitude from the

most volatile metal (Bi) to the less volatile one studied in

this work (Cu). Our results for ion yield shown in Fig. 4(b)

for a similar fluence (2 J cm�2) as in Ref. 13 shows a de-

pendence very similar to that shown for the total yield,

including a variation close to one order of magnitude. The

angular distributions for Al, Ag, and Bi ions were also pro-

vided in Ref. 13 for a fluence of 2 J cm�2. The reported ion

densities along the direction perpendicular to the target sur-

face are approximately 5�1013 ions cm�2 for Bi and 1� 1013

ions cm�2 for Al and Ag. If we take into account that their

probe–target separation d was 80 mm, ours is 40 mm, and that

the probe signal has a 1/d2 dependence, we find an excellent

agreement between our results and those reported in Ref. 13

despite the different wavelengths used for ablation (193 nm in

our work and 355 nm in earlier work). There are two interest-

ing conclusions that could be drawn from this comparison and

Fig. 4(b). The first one is that the laser ablation wavelength

does not appear to be important in determining the magnitude

of the yield for fluences above the threshold. The second con-

clusion is that the magnitude of the yield is mainly determined

by the melting temperature of the metal; the higher the melt-

ing temperature the lower the yield. This dependence appears

to become smoother as fluence is increased, suggesting that

plasma over target processes become of increased importance

in the ablation process as fluence is increased.

The amount of ablated material and the efficiency of

collisional ionization processes are acknowledged to increase

with fluence. It has been reported for the case of Al that ion

yield increases with fluence and saturates for fluences higher

than �5 and 6 J cm�2 when ablating with 355 and 532 nm

laser wavelength, respectively.16 This saturation was related

to the plasma becoming opaque and absorbing the laser light

and, interestingly, it is in this regime when multiple ionized

Alþþ or even Alþþþ species are observed, mainly upon abla-

tion with 355 nm. The threshold for multiple-charged ions

was similarly reported to increase by increasing the charge

state for the case of Ta target.9 Our results in Fig. 2 show

that ion yield increases similarly with fluence for low fluence

values and a change in slope occurs for fluences close to

4–5 J cm�2. The ion yield remains increasing with fluence,

although at a lower rate, after the change of slope, thus evi-

dencing that ionization processes are still active at these high

fluences. There are at least three processes that might be con-

tributing to this increase in our case: the high energy of our

laser photons that promotes photoionization processes from

first and second excited states; the production of multiple-

charged ions above 4–5 J cm�2 as reported for Al (Ref. 16)

and Ta (Ref. 9) that would lead to an “apparent” increase of

the yield in our experimental conditions; and dissociation of

dimers as reported for the case of Cu2 for fluences higher

than 4 J cm�2.

CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusion of this work is that the high photon

energy when using a laser at 193 nm for ablation leads to

special features in the ion properties of the plasma produced

by ablation of metals. This is especially the case for Al, for

which its ionization potential is smaller than the laser photon

energy and thus direct photoionization processes are possi-

ble. This leads to a much lower threshold fluence for ion pro-

duction in Al than in other metals, as well as a much higher

mean kinetic energy and proportion of energetic ions

(>200 eV). While most metals show no significant propor-

tion of the latter around threshold fluence, that of Al is

already 20%. The high photon energy is also found responsi-

ble for the plasma processes still being active for fluences up

to 15 J cm�2 not only by photoionization of the first and sec-

ond excited states but also (and most likely by) the produc-

tion of multiple-charged ions. The amount of ions for

fluences above threshold is instead dominated by the target,

since it follows a log–log linear dependence with the melting

temperature of the metal. This dependence becomes

smoother as fluence is increased, confirming that plasma

processes are still active and become dominant.
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